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ABSTRACT
Using the Direct Sampling Multiple-Point Geostatistical Method for Filling Gaps in
Landsat 7 ETM+ SLC-off Imagery
Gaohong Yin
Since the failure of the Scan Line Corrector (SLC) instrument on Landsat 7, observable
gaps occur in the acquired Landsat 7 imagery, impacting the spatial continuity of
observed imagery. Due to the highly geometric and radiometric accuracy provided by
Landsat 7, a number of approaches have been proposed to fill the gaps. However, all
proposed approaches have evident constraints for universal application. The main issues
in gap-filling are an inability to describe the continuity features such as meandering
streams or roads, or maintaining the shape of small objects when filling gaps in
heterogeneous areas. The aim of the study is to validate the feasibility of using the Direct
Sampling multiple-point geostatistical method, which has been shown to reconstruct
complicated geological structures satisfactorily, to fill Landsat 7 gaps. The Direct
Sampling method uses a conditional stochastic resampling of known locations within a
target image to fill gaps and can generate multiple reconstructions for one simulation
case. The Direct Sampling method was examined across a range of land cover types
including deserts, sparse rural areas, dense farmlands, urban areas, braided rivers and
coastal areas to demonstrate its capacity to recover gaps accurately for various land cover
types. The prediction accuracy of the Direct Sampling method was also compared with
other gap-filling approaches, which have been previously demonstrated to offer
satisfactory results, under both homogeneous area and heterogeneous area situations.
Studies have shown that the Direct Sampling method provides sufficiently accurate
prediction results for a variety of land cover types from homogeneous areas to
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heterogeneous land cover types. Likewise, it exhibits superior performances when used to
fill gaps in heterogeneous land cover types without input image or with an input image
that is temporally far from the target image in comparison with other gap-filling
approaches.
Keywords: Landsat ETM+, Gap filling, Multiple-point geostatistics, Direct Sampling
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Chapter 1 Introduction
The Landsat Program is a global land imaging mission carried out by a joint effort of the
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS & Landsat 7 Science Team) and the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA), aiming at providing globally continuous, high
resolution, multispectral remotely sensed data for science and education usage. The first
Landsat satellite (Landsat 1) was launched in 1973. Since then, a series of Landsat
satellites have been launched, with Landsat 8 the latest satellite launched in 2013. Among
the series of Landsat satellite, Landsat 7 started its service in 1999, imaging all landmass
and near-coastal areas on the Earth systematically every 16 days. The sensor onboard
Landsat 7 is the Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+), with an image resolution of
30 meters for visible, near-infrared (NIR) and shortwave infrared (SWIR) bands, 60
meters for the thermal band and 15 meters for the panchromatic band (NASA, 2011). The
continuity feature and the highly geometric and radiometric accuracy provided by
Landsat 7 observations allow its wide application in geography, agriculture, forest
monitoring and global change monitoring, amongst other applications.
Unfortunately, the Scan Line Corrector (SLC) on ETM+ failed on May 31, 2003, causing
gaps in observed imagery. The SLC is an electromechanical device that compensates for
the forward motion of the satellite so that the whole image can be scanned parallel
without overlap as shown in Fig 1.1. After the SLC stopped functioning, the scan track
followed a zig-zag pattern, causing overlapping at specific locations and leaving gaps in
the observed imagery. The gaps in the center part of the image are near-contiguous with
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one or two pixels width gaps. However, the gaps become large at the edge of the images,
reaching about ten pixels width.

Fig 1.1 Illustration of the function of Scan Line Corrector. The top one displays the zig-zag scan
pattern without functioning SLC, and the bottom one displays the normal function way. (USGS &
Landsat 7 Science Team, 2006)

The utility of Landsat 7 data was negatively influenced due to the spatial discontinuity
acquired in the observations. Considering the extensive application of Landsat 7 data and
its retained geometric and radiometric fidelity even after the SLC failure, a group of
scientists with experience using Landsat 7 data were gathered to study the potential of
continuing using Landsat 7 data with gaps for scientific research (USGS & Landsat 7
Science Team, 2006). Study results came out that for those research monitoring large
areas without per-pixel accurate demand, e.g., land cover change, tropical deforestation
and qualitatively crops assessments etc., the impact of gaps is tolerable. However, for
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research requiring detailed data over specific regions, e.g., coral reefs monitoring, the
anomaly is fatal and Landsat 7 data may become completely useless. The boundary
between large scale usage and detailed information usage is blurry, and large area
monitoring may occasionally need more detailed data. Therefore, proposing an algorithm
that can efficiently and accurately fill the Landsat gaps offers an alternative to solve this
problem.
A number of methods have been proposed to fill Landsat 7 gaps since the SLC failure,
which will be introduced in Chapter 2. The major limitation for the proposed methods
can be summarized as follows: (1) being only available for homogeneous land cover
types, as for heterogeneous areas, the gap filling results become poor; (2) providing low
accuracy at pixel level, such that narrow features including roads and streams cannot be
well predicted; (3) requiring large computational cost and (4) overly depending on the
intrinsic stationary assumption (i.e. land surface does not change through time).
Considering the limitations of current gap-filling methods, the Direct Sampling multiplepoint geostatistical method (Mariethoz et al., 2010) was explored in this study to promote
the gap-filling results as well as attempting to overcome the proposed limitations.
In this analysis, the studied land cover types ranged from homogeneous to extreme
heterogeneous and included deserts, sparse rural areas, dense farmlands, coastal, braided
rivers and urban areas. The gap-filling results using the Direct Sampling method over
these land cover types were displayed and analyzed from both qualitative and quantitative
perspectives. Multiple metrics are adopted to evaluate the prediction accuracy at the pixel
level. Moreover, the simulation results generated by the Direct Sampling method are
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compared with other proposed approaches over both homogeneous and heterogeneous
areas. The methods used here for comparison have previously been testified to provide
decent gap-filling results and include kriging and co-kriging (Pringle et al., 2009; C.
Zhang et al., 2007), Geostatistical Neighborhood Similar Pixel Interpolator (Zhu et al.,
2012) and Weighted Linear Regression algorithm (WLR) integrated with Laplacian prior
regularization method (Zeng et al., 2013). Again, multiple metrics are used to assess the
performance of these methods.
The study has shown that the Direct Sampling method performs satisfactorily in filling
gaps in both homogeneous and heterogeneous land cover types, with continuity features
of streams, roads etc. well predicted. When compared with other methods, the Direct
Sampling method always performs better than kriging and co-kriging algorithms for all
land cover features. GNSPI gives a slightly more accurate prediction for homogeneous
areas, while for heterogeneous areas, the Direct Sampling method shows obvious
advantages in gap-filling accuracy, especially when an input image which shows
significant difference with the target image is used for filling gaps. WLR algorithm also
provides more accurate results than the Direct Sampling method over homogeneous land
cover type. As for heterogeneous areas, the performances of WLR and the Direct
Sampling method are similar, with the Direct Sampling method slightly better when
using the known location of the observed image to fill gaps and the WLR algorithm
slightly better when borrowing auxiliary Landsat 7 images, which are visually similar to
the target image. More detailed analysis of the results is discussed in Chapter 4 and
Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2 Literature Review
2.1 Gap-filling methods
Since the failure of Landsat 7 SLC instrument, a number of methods have been proposed
to fill the observed gaps. From the principle of the methods, they can be divided into two
types: deterministic interpolation and geostatistical approaches (Zhu et al., 2012). From
the perspective of usage of auxiliary data, these methods can be further classified into
three categories, which includes using no auxiliary data, using multi-temporal Landsat
data as auxiliary data and exploiting auxiliary data from other remote sensors (Zeng et al.,
2013). Hereafter, the Landsat image with gaps to be filled is called the target image and
the image used as auxiliary data for gap filling is called the input image. In the following
paragraphs, the proposed gap-filling approaches are introduced based on the usage of
auxiliary data.
The non-reference methods, which do not employ extra input images for filling gaps,
usually use the information contained in the known area of the target image and exploit
resampling algorithms such as nearest neighborhood pixels, bilinear and cubic
convolution to fill gaps (Zeng et al., 2013). One non-reference method proposed by
Zhang et al. (2007) is ordinary kriging. Kriging is a technique of geostatistical
interpolation. It follows the fundamental idea of geostatistics that pixels that are spatially
closer are more similar than those spatially far away. Therefore, when predicting gap
pixels, informed neighborhood pixels are used with spatially closer pixels given more
weights. To understand the spatial correlation between pixels, variogram models are
adopted. Studies have shown that the ordinary kriging approach is suitable for large-scale
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regions prediction where cloud-free data can hardly be obtained or temporal change
happen frequently. However, the interpolation results are not accurate enough for small
scale applications demanding detailed information, and the selection of sample size of
neighborhood pixels has not yet been determined. Moreover, the ordinary kriging
technique is complex with computationally slow speed (Hossain et al., 2015).
Using auxiliary data from Landsat 7 imagery covering the same location but acquired at
different dates is the most widely adopted strategy among the proposed methods. The
local linear histogram matching technique (Scaramuzza et al., 2004a, 2004b) was
proposed shortly after the SLC failure. The LLHM method includes two phases, with
phase one using one SLC-on Landsat 7 image before 2003 and phase two using multiple
SLC-off scenes to predict the gap pixels in the target image. The idea of phase one and
two is the same and attempts to find a linear transformation between input images and the
target image. The gain and bias in the linear function are simply calculated by the mean
and standard deviation of the target image and input images instead of more complicated
linear fit techniques. The LLHM method is a simple and rapid technique which performs
satisfactorily when the input images are of high quality (i.e., the input image shows
almost no spectral difference with the target image). However, obvious striping appears
at the interface areas of two different land covers. Additionally, the LLHM method yields
poor results in the presence of clouds, snow, sun glint or abrupt land cover change.
Therefore, the implementation of the LLHM method is limited to relative homogeneous
and consistent areas with accessible high-quality input images.
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Considering the limitation of the local linear histogram matching method, Maxwell et al.
(2007) proposed a multi-scale segmentation approach to fill gaps. The multi-scale
segmentation approach divides one SLC-on image into individual landscape units with
different scale parameters, and then the segment map at each scale level can be generated.
By co-registering the target image to the segment map from the smallest scale to the
largest scale, the values of gap pixels are set the same as the nearest original valid
neighborhood pixels located in the same units. The multi-scale segmentation approach is
a patch-based method, which emphasizes the similarity of pixels values within the same
unit. It allows filling gaps with coincident spectral values, but on the other hand, causes a
smoothing effect, i.e., the loss of spectral heterogeneity. Therefore, the multi-scale
segmentation approach can hardly be implemented in applications requiring per pixel
accurate such as roads prediction.
Pringle et al.(2009) proposed to use the ordinary co-kriging technique to predict the
missing pixels. The principle of co-kriging is the same as kriging, which uses a
semivariogram to study the spatial correlation and then implements the semivariogram
model to calculate weights given by neighborhood pixels to predict gap pixels. The
difference between kriging and co-kriging is that co-kriging employs an input image as
secondary data for gap filling. The spatial covariance model of a target image, an input
image and the cross-covariance model of the target image and the input image are all
needed for the missing pixel interpolation. Studies show that the ordinary co-kriging
performs well in most regions. However, when the land use changes rapidly, the
utilization of ordinary co-kriging becomes a problem. Another aspect of concern is the
relatively slow speed of co-kriging.
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Due to the constraints of proposed methods, Chen et al.(2011) developed the
Neighborhood Similar Pixel Interpolator (NSPI), attempting to improve the prediction
accuracy. Instead of solely considering spatial correlation, the NSPI took both spatial
change and temporal change into consideration and has been proved to recover the
missing pixels accurately, especially for heterogeneous regions. The NSPI is a
deterministic linear interpolator, which cannot provide statistical uncertainty for each
prediction and thus may influence the robustness of its application to various land cover
types. To overcome the limitation of NSPI, Zhu et al. (2012) improved the NSPI by
integrating with the theory of geostatistics. The improved Geostatistical Neighborhood
Similar Pixel Interpolator (GNSPI) models the temporal tendency by using a
deterministic approach and predicts the residuals using ordinary kriging. The process of
performing GNSPI will be introduced in detail in Chapter 3. The GNSPI method offers
more accurate prediction than NSPI for heterogeneous areas, as well as provides an
uncertainty of prediction. Additionally, studies have shown that the GNSPI predicts small
objects more accurately and reduces the striping phenomenon when compared with NSPI
and kriging. The issue to be concerned about the GNSPI is its slow computing speed.
Since the constraints of both non-reference methods and methods using Landsat 7
imagery as auxiliary data still remain (i.e. the inability to fill complex land cover features
and the large computational cost), Zeng et al. (2013) proposed a recovery method which
combined the multi-temporal approach and a non-reference method to fill Landsat 7 gaps.
A weighted linear regression (WLR) algorithm was first implemented to fill the unscanned pixels, and then the Laplacian prior regularization method (LPRM), a nonreference method, is used when the auxiliary data are not sufficient. The details of the
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WLR integrated with LPRM method will be discussed in Chapter 3. Here and after, the
WLR integrated with LPRM is termed the WLR method for brevity. The WLR method
has been demonstrated to predict the missing pixels accurately, especially at sharp edges,
which helps retain ground object shapes. However, the WLR method may fail when the
gaps are too large. The computational speed is also relatively slow.
In addition to the non-reference methods and the methods using Landsat 7 imagery as
auxiliary data, implementing auxiliary data from other sensors is an alternative option
and a series of approaches have been developed. Since the information such as orbit,
bandwidth and revisit period of different remote sensors vary, finding sensors that fulfill
the requirements of similar spatial and radiometric resolution, spectral bands and short
time distance, or developing reliable methods to calibrate the data to satisfy the
requirements is of great importance. Roy et al. (2008) developed a semi-physical fusion
approach, which uses the Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function
(BRDF)/Albedo products of Moderate-Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS)
combined with available Landsat 7 imagery to predict the missing pixels in Landsat 7
observations. The issue of using MODIS imagery for the recovering of Landsat 7
imagery is the scale discrepancy because the resolution of MODIS BRDF/Albedo
products is 500m while the value for Landsat 7 ETM+ imagery is 30m. The proposed
method is simple to implement and can be applied at a global scale, but the problem of
using the imagery fusion approach is that when the ground objects change in a spatially
heterogeneous manner with a scale larger than 30m and smaller than 500m, the
discrepancy cannot be easily alleviated. Reza and Ali (2008) proposed to use the Indian
Remote Sensing (IRS) satellite imagery as auxiliary data to fill the Landsat 7 gaps.
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However, IRS and Landsat 7 have only two bands sharing close bandwidths. Therefore,
the Band 3 and Band 4 of Landsat 7, which correspond to Band 2 and Band 3 of IRS
were first filled, and other bands were then predicted by using the recovered Band 3 and
Band 4 images. The process of using IRS products are relative complicated. Chen et al.
(2010) filled the Landsat gaps by using imagery from the China Brazil Earth Resources
Satellite (CBERS) as input imagery, but again, only a limited number of bands can be
predicted directly. Although adopting auxiliary data from other sensors can be a potential
method, exploring problems such as differences in spectral compatibility, spatial
resolution, observation temporal distance etc., in addition to financial consideration,
demand further study.
2.2 Multiple-point Geostatistics
Multiple-point geostatistics (MPS) was first proposed to model the subsurface
heterogeneity of geological environment due to the constraints of traditional geostatistical
techniques. Traditionally, the main techniques used for facies modeling can be divided
into object-based and variogram-driven pixel-based modeling methods (Daly & Caers,
2010). The object-based approaches require the geologists to determine the geometry and
connectivity features which are of great significance in deciding the flow behavior of a
reservoir first and then try to find models that contain these explicit geometric features
conditioned to well and seismic data (Daly & Mariethoz, 2011). The limitation of objectbased approaches is the difficulty of constraining the object models to conditioning data
when the amount of data is very large, and it can often cause CPU (Central Processing
Unit) intensity. The variogram-driven pixel-based modeling methods use variogram to
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measure reservoir continuity, and then based on the generated variogram to model the
reservoir. However, variogram can only describe two-point correlations. It cannot form
strong constraints when building models, and the long-range continuity and sinuosity
features of facies such as channels often cannot be well captured (Strebelle & Chevron,
2012), therefore the built models may look geometrically incorrect.
Considering the trade-off between conditioning to reservoir data and produce complex
geometries, higher order statistical models are needed. Multiple-point geostatistics was
proposed under such demand. Multiple-point geostatistical methods combine the
advantage of pixel-based and object-based models, conditioning to data easily as well as
being able to reflect the complexity of geometry. Given that reservoir data are often
sparse and not able to support high order statistics, the concept of training image was
introduced by Guardiano and Srivastava (1993). Training image is an explicit
representation of geological structures. It can be acquired from experience, outcrops or
analog fields (Journel, 2005), and the most common approach to build training image is
to use object-based models. The introduction of training image allows geologists to
predict the subsurface geometry with more latitude, but on the other hand, how to
construct training image to maintain the stationarity and ergodicity features becomes an
issue to be concerned.
One early MPS algorithm proposed by Guardiano and Srivastava (1993) is the extended
normal equations simulation (ENESIM) algorithm. The principle of the ENESIM
algorithm is simple. To predict each unsampled pixel, the training image is scanned each
time to evaluate the conditional probability with specific conditioning data. From the
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conditional probability, a simulated value can be drawn for the unsampled pixel. Since it
requires a scan of the entire TI to simulate the value of each pixel, the ENESIM
algorithm is computationally intensive, which makes it unavailable for practical
application. To solve the computational intensity problem, a search tree structure
(Strebelle, 2000, 2002) was developed, and the improved algorithm is termed SNESIM
(single normal equation simulation) algorithm. An example of search tree structure is
shown in Fig 2.1. Fig 2.1 (c) is the search template containing the relative positions of
neighborhood pixels with the unsampled pixel, of which the pixel marked “0” is the
unsampled pixel, we also call it “target pixel”. The pixels marked from “h1” to “h4” are
the valid neighborhood pixels ranked from the closest to the farthest according to their
spatial distance with the target pixel. Fig 2.1 (b) is the training image with two facies,
black and white. Fig 2.1 (a) is the completed search tree structure acquired by searching
the training image with the defined template. The search tree example contains five levels
(ranked from level 0 to level 4 from the top to the bottom), with the pixel at level 0 called
root, which corresponds to the unsampled pixel. The information displayed at level 0
means there are 16 pixels in the training image with seven pixels are black and nine
pixels are white. When it comes to level 1, it corresponds to the conditioning situation
that the value of h1 pixel (i.e. the pixel at location h1) is given. To explain this in the
given example, there are four replicates with the value of target pixel black and the value
of h1 pixel (i.e. at the right side of the target pixel in the given example) white, and three
replicates with the value of target pixel white and the value of h1 pixel also white can be
found in the training image. All these information are recorded in the left part of level 1.
When the h1 pixel is black, the corresponding replicates information can be counted from
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the training image and recorded as shown in the right part of level 1. When it comes to
level 2, again it corresponds to the conditioning situation that the values of h1 and h2
pixels are given. The replicates information can be accounted in the same way as
described before. When it comes to the bottom level, i.e., level 4, all the conditioning
replicates existed in the training image are acquired.

Fig 2.1 Search Tree Structure. (Hu & Chugunova, 2008)

To expand the search tree to common situations, assuming n neighborhood pixels in the
template with the target pixel in the center of the template, the neighborhood pixels are
marked from h1 to hn according to their spatial distance from the target pixel. h1 pixel is
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spatially closest and hn pixel is spatially farthest. Therefore, the search tree should have
n+1 levels, with the m ( m  n ) level corresponds to the conditioning situation that the
values of pixels from locations h1 to hm are informed. After acquiring the replicates of all
conditioning situations, the search tree is completed and stored and used for pixel
simulation. The simulation is then performed sequentially from one target pixel to the
next until all unsampled pixels are simulated. For each unsampled pixel, the level in the
search tree is identified according to its conditioning data event. In the identified level,
the information of the conditioning data event whose values of neighborhood pixels can
exactly match the conditioning neighborhood pixels of the unsampled pixel (i.e. have the
same value at the same location) is used to calculate the conditional cumulative
distribution function (ccdf) of the unsampled pixel. When the number of replicates is too
small, the level will be dropped by one and the farthest neighborhood pixel will not be
considered in order to get more replicates. The reason to do this is in the hope of making
the ccdf more statistically meaningful.
Since the search tree is stored in RAM (Random Access Memory), there is no need to
search the training image each time when simulating each unsampled pixel, MPS
becomes more computationally efficient and thus practical. However, the SNESIM
algorithm is only practical for categorical variables whose possible values are limited.
When the number of possible values becomes large, the search tree building process can
become extremely RAM demanding, and the search template size has to be set small.
Upon the proposal of SNESIM algorithm, many studies have been done to alleviate the
RAM demanding problem. Straubhaar et al. (2011) proposed a parallel MPS algorithm,
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which uses lists instead of search trees to store the statistics information acquired from
the training image. The list-based approach has been proved to reduce RAM requirement
significantly, allowing a larger search template size. However, the CPU time of the listbased approach becomes larger than search tree-based approach at the same time,
especially when the search template is large. But considering that the structure of list
makes it easier to perform parallel computing, the CPU time consumed can be
compensated when the approach is operated on multicore computers. Zhang et al. (2012)
developed a compact search tree method through removing redundancies in the
traditional search tree. By doing this, the memory cost is reduced as well as the CPU
efficiency is improved.
In addition to the pixel-based approaches, pattern-based MPS methods are also proposed
(Arpat & Caers, 2007; El Ouassini et al., 2008; Honarkhah & Caers, 2010; T. Zhang et
al., 2006). Pattern-based algorithms share the same concept as pixel-based algorithms,
but paste the values from the training image in the form of a patch instead of a single
pixel. Pattern-based algorithms firstly classify all replicates of a fixed template found in
the training image into different groups according to specified similarity criterion, and the
average of templates lie in the same group is termed prototype to represent the group. A
random path is then generated for filling the unsampled pixels. At any location along the
path, the conditioning data event of the target pixel is compared with all the prototypes to
select the prototype that is the most similar (usually assessed by using a criterion termed
distance) to the data event. After selecting the most similar prototype, one replicate is
randomly selected from the group of prototype and all unsampled pixels existed in the
data event are pasted with the values of the selected replicate at corresponding locations.
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Although the MPS was firstly proposed for geological structure reconstruction, in recent
years, it has been widely applied to remote sensing research, such as land cover
classification (Tang et al., 2013; Yong et al., 2008) and downscaling application
(Boucher, 2009; Tang et al., 2015).
The Direct Sampling method (Mariethoz et al., 2010) used in this study directly samples
from the training image without the demand of storing replicates existed in the training
image, and thus is memory efficient. The Direct Sampling method can be performed in
both pixel-level and patch-level (Rezaee et al., 2013), and is feasible for both categorical
and continuous variable. More details about the Direct Sampling method will be
introduced in Chapter 3. The Direct Sampling method has previously been applied to
various fields, which includes complex geological structure modeling (Mariethoz et al.,
2014; Mariethoz & Kelly, 2011), reconstruction of climate variables gaps (Mariethoz et
al., 2012), downscaling of climate simulations (Jha et al., 2015) as well as the simulation
of daily rainfall time series (Oriani et al., 2014). According to the satisfactory
performance of the Direct Sampling method in incomplete data reconstruction, as well as
the wide application of MPS in the remote sensing area, it is anticipated that the Direct
Sampling method will be an efficient approach for the Landsat 7 data gap-filling
problem.
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Chapter 3 Methodology
3.1 Direct Sampling method
The Direct Sampling method (Mariethoz et al., 2010) is a multiple-point geostatistical
method attempting to acquire information from the training image (here used
interchangeable with “input image”) to reconstruct incomplete images. The idea of
traditional MPS methods is calculating the conditional cumulative distribution function
(ccdf), as shown in Equation 3.1, for each missing pixel.

F ( z, x, N x )  prob( Z ( x)  z | N x )

(3.1)

where F(z, x, Nx) is the ccdf that conditioned to known values either from
observed pixels or previously simulated pixels. Z is the variable of interest and Z(x) is the
value at location x. The n closest neighbors of x are represented as {x1, x2, …, xn}. The
relative position between the neighborhood pixels and the missing pixel at location x is
defined as lag vectors, L = {h1, h2, …, hn}={x1-x,x2-x, …, xn-x}. For each missing pixel,
the data event Nx is made of the values of Z at its neighborhood locations {Z(x1), Z(x2),
…, Z(xn)}, which can also be represented as { Z(x+h1), Z(x+h2), …, Z(x+hn)}.
Unlike traditional MPS methods, the Direct Sampling method does not require to
compute the ccdf at each pixel, but tries to find one possible value at location x that
fulfills the conditioning data event Nx. Therefore, the Direct Sampling method does not
need to store the probabilities related to all possible data events, and thus is memory
efficient.
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The Direct Sampling method can be used for both categorical and continuous variables.
Here, the categorical variable is used as an example to illustrate the Direct Sampling
method as shown in Fig 3.1. Fig 3.1a is the target image with un-scanned pixels to be
filled, with the white color unknown value and other colors known values. The pixel with
a question mark at location x is the target pixel, and it combines with the red, yellow and
blue pixels forming the conditioning data event as shown in Fig 3.1b. Randomly find a
data event Ny, which replicate the pixel locations of the conditioning data event Nx, in the
training image as shown in Fig 3.1c. The conditioning data event Nx is then compared
with the data event Ny found in the training image. If the values (i.e. colors in the
example) cannot exactly match at corresponding locations (As shown in Fig 3.1 c),
another data event Ny is then randomly drawn from the training image and used for
comparison. If the Ny can exactly match with Nx, then the value of pixel y in the data
event Ny is assigned to the target pixel x (As shown in Fig 3.1d and e), where y is at the
corresponding location of x. The first time finding such a y in the training image, the
search process will stop and then it goes to the next missing pixel and repeat previous
steps. The filling path through the missing pixels in the target image is randomly defined.
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Fig 3.1 The Direct Sampling approach and its use of a training image to predict a missing pixel in
the target image. The procedure follows a number of steps, including (a) definition of the
simulation grid, where the pixel with a question mark represents the pixel to be filled, and the
blue, red, yellow pixels represent pixels with known values; (b) definition of the data event; (c)
use of a training image to provide information to fill the gaps, with a search employing the
defined data event from (b) in a specified path until; (d) the simulation data event is identified in
the training image; and (e) the missing target value corresponding to the identified training value
is assigned the first data point matching the data event.

For continuous variables, however, it is unrealistic to find a Ny in the training image that
can exactly match Nx. Therefore, a concept of distance is adopted. Distance d is used to
describe the similarity between Nx and Ny, and can be defined by the users. In this study,
the distance is defined as Euclidian Distance:
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d(Nx , N y ) 

1



n

  Z ( x )  Z ( y )
i 1

2

i

i

(3.2)

where  is a normalization factor ensuring that the distance values remain
bounded within the interval [0, 1] and n is the number of neighborhood pixels. At each
location y, the distance d will be calculated. If the distance is the lowest, it will be
compared with a given threshold t, otherwise the search process continues and it will go
to the next location to find another data event Ny. When the distance is the lowest, if the
distance is less than the given threshold, the two data events are considered the similar.
The value of y will be assigned to x and the search process stops. If the distance is larger
than the given threshold, the data event which gives the lowest distance will be recorded
and the search process continues. If no data event Ny which gives a distance under the
threshold can be found in a specified fraction f of the training image, the value of y whose
data event gives the lowest distance will be assigned to the target pixel x. The filling
process is described in Fig 3.2.
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Fig 3.2 Flowchart of the Direct Sampling method using a single training image. In the flowchart,
x and y are the locations of the pixels in the target image and training image respectively. Z(x)
and Z(y) are the values at corresponding locations; d is the distance between two data events Nx
and Ny, which can be denoted as d{Nx, Ny}. f is the maximum search proportion of scanned
training image and t is the user-defined threshold.

The Direct Sampling method can be implemented to both univariate and multivariate
simulations. When used for multivariate simulation, the gaps in the multivariable can be
filled simultaneously. The process for multivariate simulation is similar to univariate
simulation with the most significant difference the calculation of distance as shown in Fig
3.3. Nx’ is the group of target images with three variables to be filled. Ny’ is the
corresponding group of training images. The white pixel with a cross mark in Nx2 is the
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target pixel and its location is x. The nearest n pixels of the target pixel whose values are
known are the neighborhood pixels. For Nx1 and Nx3, the nearest n observed pixels,
including the pixel at the corresponding location of x if its value is known, are used as
neighborhood pixels. All the neighborhood pixels of each variable are marked with red
squares in the group of training images Ny’. These marked neighborhoods in Ny’ together
with the pixels at corresponding locations of group Nx’ are then used for calculating
distance with each variable given different weights as shown in Equation 3.3.

Fig 3.3 Selection of neighborhood pixels for multivariate simulation. The left part is the target
images with three variables Z1, Z2 and Z3 to be reconstructed, and the right part is the
corresponding training images. The white pixel in Nx2 with a cross mark is the target pixel and the
nearest seven observed pixels are selected as neighborhoods for Z2. For Z1 and Z3, the nearest
seven informed pixels of the pixel which is at the corresponding location of x are also selected as
neighborhoods. If the value of the corresponding pixel of x is known (the case of variable Z1), the
corresponding pixel is also regarded as one neighborhood pixel. (Mariethoz et al., 2012)
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 1 
m

d(Nx , N y )  

n

 Z  ( x )  Z  ( x )
i 1

i

2

j

(3.3)

where m is the number of variables,  is a relative weight given to each variable,
and  is the normalization factor for each variable. In this study, both univariate and
multivariate simulation are used to discuss the gap filling results.
3.2 Gap-filling methods used for comparison
To evaluate and compare the performance of proposed gap-filling methods, three gap
filling methods, which have been demonstrated to have superior performance over other
algorithms, are considered in this study. They are (a) Kriging and co-kriging (Pringle et
al., 2009; C. Zhang et al., 2007); (2) Geostatistical Neighborhood Similar Pixel
Interpolator (Zhu et al., 2012) and (3) Weighted Linear Regression algorithm (WLR)
integrated with Laplacian prior regularization method (Zeng et al., 2013).
3.2.1 Kriging and co-kriging
Kriging and co-kriging are two geostatistical techniques used for point interpolation. The
basic idea of geostatistics is that the data values of points which are spatial closer are
more similar than points that are spatial far away, which means when predicting data
value of an unknown pixel, the known pixels which are spatially closer should have more
influence on the predicted value than those pixels which are spatially far. Both kriging
and co-kriging are the generalized forms of linear regression model corresponding to
univariate and multivariate cases, respectively, with the weights depending on spatial
distance and orientation of the neighborhood pixels to the unknown pixel. Ordinary
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kriging and ordinary co-kriging are adopted in this study. The ordinary kriging estimator
is written as Equation 3.4.
n

Z * ( x0 , t1 , b)   i Z ( xi , t1 , b)

(3.4)

i 1

where i is the ordinary kriging weight, n is the number of neighborhood pixels
n

and


i 1

i

 1 , Z ( xi , t1 , b) is the value of ith neighborhood pixel at location xi in band b for

the target image acquired at t1, Z * ( x0 , t1 , b) is the predicted value of target pixel at location
x0 in band b at t1. The ordinary kriging estimator is unbiased and gives minimized
estimation variance. The weights can be calculated from the spatial covariance of data
values:
c  A 1b

(3.5)

where
 C ( x1 , x1 )

A
C ( x1 , xn )

1


and cT  1

C ( xn , x1 ) 1 

 , bT  C( x1 , x0 )
C ( xn , xn ) 1 

1
0

C( xn , x0 ) 1

n  ( x0 )

where C(xi, xj) ( i, j [1, n] ) represents the covariance of the lag distance between
xi and xj.
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The principle for ordinary co-kriging is similar to ordinary kriging, but a secondary
information (i.e. the input image), which is acquired at t2, is incorporated to predict the
target pixels. The estimator of ordinary co-kriging is written as Equation 3.6.
n1

n2

i 1

j 1

Z * ( x0 , t1 , b)   i Z ( xi , t1 , b)    j Z ( x j , t2 , b)

n1

where


i 1

i

 1,

n2


j 1

j

(3.6)

 0 ,  j is the weight assigned to the jth location of

Z ( x, t2 , b) , and Z ( x j , t2 , b) is the value of the jth neighborhood pixels at location xj in band

b for the input image acquired at t2. The ordinary co-kriging estimator is also unbiased
and gives minimized estimation variance. The weights assigned to primary (i.e. the
reflectance of target image) and secondary (i.e. the reflectance of input image) variables
can be calculated from the spatial covariance models of primary and secondary attributes
and the cross-covariance model of primary and secondary attributes.
3.2.2 Geostatistical Neighborhood Similar Pixel Interpolator (GNSPI)
GNSPI is a geostatistical approach integrating deterministic interpolation and
geostatistical principle. GNSPI uses physical or empirical models to remove the trend of
data first, and then adopt ordinary kriging to predict the residual. It requires input image
for gap-filling. The details of conducting GNSPI can be listed as six steps as introduced
by Zhu et al. (2012):
(1) Classify the input image at t2 using the unsupervised classifier ISODATA (Iterative
Self-Organizing Data Analysis). ISODATA is used for multispectral pattern recognition
without requiring training data when clustering.
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(2) Build the linear temporal relationship between target image and input image for each
class as shown in Equation 3.7:
Z ( x, t1 , b)  ak  Z ( x, t2 , b)  bk

(3.7)

where ak and bk are the coefficients of the linear function for class k and can be
acquired through linear regression. The reflectance values of all pixels in the target image
can then be calculated with the estimated ak and bk for each class:
Z ( x, t1 , b)  ak  Z ( x, t2 , b)  bk

(3.8)

where Z ( x, t1 , b) is the predicted reflectance value of target image at t1. For those
pixels outside of the gaps whose values are observed in the target image, residual can
then be acquired by minus the predicted value from actual value:
 ( x, b)  Z ( x, t1 , b)  Z ( x, t1 , b)

(3.9)

(3) Use the residuals from step 2 to model the semivariogram for each class.
(4) Select neighborhood pixels for prediction using time-series imagery. The pixel around
target pixel that is always classified into the same pattern in a series of images acquired in
different seasons can be selected as the neighborhood pixel.
(5) Predict the residual values of gap pixels in the target image using ordinary kriging.
(6) Obtain the final predicted reflectance value by adding predicted residual value (Step
5) to the temporal trend (Step 2):
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Z * ( x, t1 , b)  Z ( x, t1 , b)   * ( x, b)

(3.10)

3.2.3 Weighted Linear Regression (WLR)
The Weighted Linear Regression based multi-temporal recovery method assumes a linear
relationship between multi-temporal images covering the same area, and the linear
relationship can be calculated from locally similar pixels:
Z ( xi , t1 , b)  a  Z ( xi , t2 , b)  b

(3.11)

where a and b are regression coefficients calculated from locally similar pixels. An
adaptive determination procedure is proposed to select the similar pixels. Pixels in a
specified size of window in the input image that fulfill the condition shown in Equation
3.12 are defined as similar pixels.

| Z ( xi , t2 , b)  Z ( x0 , t2 , b) | T ,

n'

 ( Z ( x , t , b)   )

T

i 1

i

2

2

(3.12)

where Z ( xi , t2 , b) and Z ( x0 , t2 , b) are the reflectance values of the similar pixel and
target pixel in the input image, T is the adaptive threshold,  is the mean reflectance
value of a local area and n’ is the number of pixels in the window. After selecting the
locally similar pixels, the weighted least-squares method is employed to calculate the
regression coefficients a, b.
n

a

W ( Z ( x , t , b)  Z ( x , t , b))( Z ( x , t , b)  Z ( x , t , b))
i 1

i

i

1

n

i

1

i

2

Wi ( Z ( xi , t2 , b)  Z ( xi , t2 , b))2
i 1

i

2

(3.13)
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and
b  Z ( xi , t1 , b)  a  Z ( xi , t2 , b)

(3.14)

where Z ( xi , t1 , b) and Z ( xi , t2 , b) are the mean values of all the similar pixels in the
search window in the target image and input image, n is the number of selected similar
pixels, Wi is the normalized weight for each similar pixel and the sum of all selected
similar pixel weights is 1. After acquiring the values of a and b, the target pixels in target
image can be predicted by using Equation 3.11.
The limitation of using the WLR based recovery method is that the input image maybe
not able to fill all missing pixels due to the different degrees of gap overlapping. To solve
the problem, the Laplacian prior regularization method, a non-reference recovery method,
was proposed to fill the remaining gap pixels when similar pixels cannot be found in the
input image.
3.3 Pre-processing of Landsat 7 ETM+ imagery
In this study, L1G product which contains data information is downloaded from USGS
website. It is a radiometrically and geometrically corrected image and data are saved as
Digital Number (DN). To better use the data for application, DN is converted to top-ofatmosphere reflectance, and the process of the conversion follows the guidance of
Landsat 7 Handbook (NASA, 2011). Since only a subsection of the observation is used in
this study, the images acquired at different dates are firstly geometrically calibrated by
using the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinate information contained in the
L1G product.
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3.3.1 DN to Radiance

L  ((LMAX  LMIN  ) / (QCALMAX - QCALMIN))  (QCAL-QCALMIN)  LMIN
(3.15)
where L = spectral radiance at the sensor’s aperture
QCAL = the quantized calibrated pixel value in DN

LMIN  = the spectral radiance scaled to QCALMIN in watts/(meter
squared*ster*  m )

LMAX = the spectral radiance scaled to QCALMAX in watts/(meter
squared*ster*  m )
QCALMIN = the minimum quantized calibrated pixel value in DN = 1 for LPGS
products
QCALMAX = the maximum quantized calibrated pixel value in DN = 255

LMIN  and LMAX correspond to the spectral radiance when the DN is 1 and 255 in
this study, and their values for different bands varies as shown in Table 3.1. More
detailed introduction can be found in the Landsat 7 Handbook.
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Table 3.1 ETM+ spectral radiance range processed after July 1, 2000 in the unit of watts/(meter
squared*ster* μm )

Low Gain

High Gain

Band Number

LMIN

LMAX

LMIN

LMAX

1

-6.2

293.7

-6.2

191.6

2

-6.4

300.9

-6.4

196.5

3

-5.0

234.4

-5.0

152.9

4

-5.1

241.1

-5.1

157.4

5

-1.0

47.57

-1.0

31.06

6

3.2

17.04

3.2

12.65

7

-0.35

16.54

-0.35

10.80

8

-4.7

243.1

-4.7

158.3

3.3.2 Radiance to Reflectance
The calculated spectral radiance is then converted to reflectance by reducing the in
between-scene variability to achieve relatively clear Landsat imagery. The calculation
formula is written as Equation 3.16.

p 

  L  d 2

ESUN   cos s

where  p = Unitless planetary reflectance

(3.16)
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L = Spectral radiance at the sensor’s aperture
d = Earth-Sun distance in astronomical units interpolated from values listed in
Table 3.2

ESUN  = Mean solar exoatmospheric irradiances from Table 3.3

 s = Solar zenith angle in degrees
Table 3.2 ETM+ solar spectral irradiances.

Band

watts/(meter squared*ster* μm )

1

1970

2

1842

3

1547

4

1044

5

225.7

7

82.06

8

1369
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Table 3.3 Earth-Sun distance in astronomical units.

Day

Distance

Day

Distance

Day

Distance

Day

Distance

Day

of

of

of

of

of

year

year

year

year

year

Distance

1

.98331

74

.99446

152

1.01403

227

1.01281

305

.99253

15

.98365

91

.99926

166

1.01577

242

1.00969

319

.98916

32

.98536

106

1.00353

182

1.01667

258

1.00566

335

.98608

46

.98774

121

1.00756

196

1.01646

274

1.00119

349

.98426

60

.99084

135

1.01087

213

1.01497

288

.99718

365

.98333

3.4 Evaluation metrics
To validate the gap-filling results, a number of quantitative metric are used to compare
the predicted reflectance value and the actual value.
(1) Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)

RMSE 

1 n
( Z * ( xi , t , b)  Z ( xi , t , b))2

n i 1

(3.17)

RMSE is the mean square error between the predicted value and actual value. A smaller
RMSE under the same value range generally represents a more accurate prediction.
However, one situation should be considered is when a majority of pixels are very
accurately predicted but a few points produce extreme prediction errors.
(2) Relative Root Mean Square Error (rRMSE)
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1 n Z * ( xi , t , b)  Z ( xi , t , b) 2
rRMSE 
)
(
n i 1
Z ( xi , t , b)

(3.18)

When comparing the simulation results over a range of different land cover types, the
reflectance ranges vary. Therefore the rRMSE is adopted through a normalization
technique and calculate the relative error for direct comparison.
(3) R2
n1

R2  (

 (Z
i 1

n1

 (Z
i 1

*

( xi , t , b)  Z * ( x, t , b))( Z ( xi , t , b)  Z ( x, t , b))
)2

n1

*

(3.19)

( xi , t , b)  Z * ( x, t , b))2  ( Z ( xi , t, b)  Z ( x, t, b)) 2
i 1

where Z * ( x, t , b) and Z ( x, t , b) are the mean of the predicted values and actual
values. R2 is an index used to describe the degree of consistency between the predicted
and actual values ranging in [0, 1]. A value of 1 indicates that the predicted values can
linearly fit the actual values perfectly, while a value of 0 means there is no linear
relationship between the predicted and actual values.
(4) Mean Spectral Angle (MSA)
n

m

i 1

b 1

MSA  (  arccos(  Z * ( xi , t , b)Z ( xi , t , b) /

m

m

b 1

b 1

 Z *2 ( xi , t, b) Z 2 ( xi , t, b))) / n

(3.20)

When multiple bands are filled, MSA is implemented to assess the conjunct spectral
fidelity of these bands. A smaller MSA value generally represents a more accurate
prediction.
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(5) MdAPE

MdAPE  median(100  pi ),
i 1,n1

pi 

Z * ( xi , t , b)  Z ( xi , t , b)
Z ( xi , t , b)

(3.21)

MdAPE is the median of the relative absolute error in percentage form. Since the RMSE
and rRMSE can be impacted by a few extreme errors, they cannot always provide
effective information to assess the results of the majority of un-scanned pixels. MdAPE
considers the median of the percentage error, which is more robust to extreme errors. An
MdAPE value close to zero represents an unbiased prediction.
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Chapter 4 Validation of the Direct Sampling method for filling Landsat 7 gaps
This chapter is based on the paper submitted to Remote Sensing of Environment:
Yin, G., Mariethoz, G., McCabe, M.F. (2016) Gap-filling of Landsat 7 imagery using the
Direct Sampling method. Remote Sensing of Environment. (In review)
4.1 Study area and experiment design
To examine the impacts of various types of heterogeneity, six different land cover types
are used, comprising desert, sparse agricultural, dense farmland, urban, braided river and
coastal. All of the imagery is derived from ETM+ images, but prior to the SLC failure in
order to allow for a comprehensive error characterization. Only Band 4 (wavelength of
0.77-0.90 µm; spatial resolution 30 m) is considered here for comparison with results
from related studies, although any single or multiple combination of high-resolution
reflectance bands can be used. For each of the pre-selected land cover types, a 400×400
pixel area (12×12 km) sub-region was extracted from the Landsat data for a more
detailed assessment. The six selected sub-regions range from homogeneous to highly
heterogeneous, representing an increasing spatial complexity in land cover. For
heterogeneous land covers, characteristics such as streams or small objects are
deliberately included in the selected sub-regions. In addition to the land cover specific
target images, three input images covering spatially coincident images, but collected over
approximately two weeks, four weeks and six weeks temporal distance from the target
images, were also selected to assess their capacity to inform the gap-filling process. In
chronological order, the three input images for each land cover are defined as Date 1,
Date 2 and Date 3. Given that the imagery was obtained prior to the SLC failure, the gaps
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in target images for all land covers were artificially imposed using a gap mask from an
actual SLC-off ETM+ image, ensuring that the location and size of the gaps in the six
target images were realistically enforced. The overpass dates of all the examined ETM+
images are listed in Table 4.1. Before the gap-filling process, all input images are
geometrically rectified to the target images and the digital numbers are calibrated to the
top-of-atmosphere reflectance based on the method provided by the USGS (Irish, 2000).
Target images are displayed in Fig 4.1, with the corresponding input images shown in Fig
4.2.
Table 4.1 Collection dates for the target image and the three input images used for informing the
gap-filling process.

Sparse

Dense

Urban

Braided

Coastal

Agricultural

Farmland

Area

River

Area

Desert

Path

169

38

43

43

137

174

Row

40

38

34

34

44

84

Target

Aug 28,

Jul 8,

Jul 8,

Oct 31,

Jul 13,

image

2002

2002

2002

2002

2001

Sept 13,

Jul 24,

Jul 24,

Nov 16,

May 10,

2002

2002

2002

2001

Aug 9,

Aug 9,

Dec 2,

Aug 14,

2002

2002

2002

2001

Jul 5, 2002

Date 1

Jul 21, 2002
2002
Sept 29,

Date 2

Jun 3, 2002
2002
Oct 15,

Aug 22,

Aug 25,

Aug 25,

Dec 18,

Oct 17,

2002

2002

2002

2002

2002

2001

Date 3
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig 4.1 Target images for each of the studied land cover types, both with and without imposed
gaps, for (a) desert, (b) sparse agricultural, (c) dense farmland, (d) urban, (e) braided river and (f)
coastal area. The squared regions outlined in c) denote areas that will be examined for fine scale
analysis in subsequent discussion (refer to Fig. 4.3).
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Date 1

Date 2

Date 3

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig 4.2 Landsat images for the six studied land cover types and the different temporal images
used in analysis (see Table 4.1), corresponding to (a) desert, (b) sparse agricultural, (c) dense
farmland, (d) urban, (e) braided river and (f) coastal area. The data are based on Band 4 imagery,
with the color bar detailing corrected reflectance values.
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Seven individual cases are considered for each land cover type as described in Table 4.2.
Cases 1, 2 and 3 correspond to the use of Date 1, Date 2 and Date 3 as training images to
fill the gaps in the target image respectively. For Case 4, no additional input image is
used, with known areas present in the target image used as training image for the gapfilling procedure. Since the Direct Sampling method can work for both univariate (Cases
1-4) and multivariate cases (see Chapter 3), bivariate scenarios are also examined. In this
context, Case 5, Case 6 and Case 7 consider the reflectance values in the target image as
one variable and the reflectance values of the same area, but at a different date, as the
auxiliary variable. That is, the auxiliary variables used in Cases 5, 6 and 7 derive from
Dates 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Ten reconstruction realizations are produced for each case,
with the values predicted by these reconstructions used to analyze the simulation effect
from both a qualitative and quantitative perspective. The parameters used in this study are
the same for all cases and all land cover types with t = 0.01, f = 0.75 and n = 30.
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Table 4.2 Seven individual cases considered for each land cover type.

Case Number

Description

1

Univariate case with Date 1 (two-week distance) as training image.

2

Univariate case with Date 2 (four-week distance) as training image.

3

Univariate case with Date 3 (six-week distance) as training image.
Univariate case with non-gap area in target image as training image.

4
No additional image introduced.
Bivariate case, with one variable the reflectance value in the target
5
image and another the reflectance value of Date 1 (two-week distance).
Bivariate case, with one variable the reflectance value in the target
6
image and another the reflectance value of Date 2 (four-week distance).
Bivariate case, with one variable the reflectance value in the target
7
image and another the reflectance value of Date 3 (six-week distance).

4.2 Results
4.2.1 Comparison of univariate and bivariate simulations
As previously mentioned, the Direct Sampling method can be implemented in both
univariate and multivariate simulations. In the univariate case, the spatial features
contained in the training image solely provide information for filling gaps. For the
multivariate case, the simulation process acquires joint information from multiple sources
due to a range of variables being considered. Here, when the bivariate simulation is
conducted (i.e. the reflectance value in the target image together with reflectance values
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from the same area, but at a different date), both temporal and spatial features are being
incorporated in the simulation process and are thus assumed to provide a more accurate
result. To verify the hypothesis and explore an efficient approach for gap-filling, both
univariate and bivariate simulations were examined. To simplify the presentation of
results, the dense farmland cover type was chosen as a representative example to compare
the performance of these two approaches in the discussion below.
Two zoomed images (the locations are marked with the red squares in Fig 4.1c),
representing the mean of 10 realizations for each case of the dense farmland, together
with the original unadjusted image are presented for further examination in Fig 4.3.
Referring to cases described in Table 4.2, Case 1 to 4 represent univariate simulations,
with Cases 5, 6 and 7 presenting bivariate simulations, where training imagery is
temporally distanced from the target image by an increasing period of two weeks. Case 1
to 3 use input images with the same dates as Cases 5 to 7, with the difference being that
the input images serve as training images for the earlier cases and act as auxiliary images
for the latter cases. Recall that Case 4 is the univariate case where known areas present in
the target image are used as training for the gap-filling procedure. As can be seen from
the Zoom 1 imagery (left hand image in each pair) the traces of gaps, which are not
observed in the realizations of Cases 4-7, are discernable in Cases 1, 2, and 3 (marked
with an arrow in Fig 4.3, Zoom 1). Specific image elements, such as the connectivity
traits of the narrow river in Zoom 2 images (right hand image in each pair), are only
adequately reproduced, with discontinuities appearing in Cases 1-3 in particular. In Case
4, the connectivity feature is preserved in the left portion of the image (Area 1 in Fig
4.3e, Zoom 2), but observable discontinuities can still be found at the bottom of the
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image (Area 2 in Fig 4.3e, Zoom 2). For Cases 5 to 7, the continuous stream features are
relatively well preserved, with only occasional discrepancies and relatively few artifacts
present in the image. From a qualitative perspective, the conclusion that bivariate
simulations produce better results compared with the univariate simulation is obvious,
especially when used to fill complicated landscape elements with connectivity features.
Among the univariate cases, Case 4 (which relies on known areas in the target image
alone) performs better than those simulations introducing additional imagery, even
though all landscape characteristics are not completely reproduced.
The simulation results of univariate and bivariate cases can be examined further via a
more quantitative assessment. Difference maps, obtained by subtracting the original
reflectance values from the mean of ten realizations, together with reflectance error
histograms are presented in Fig 4.4. In the difference maps, positive values represent
overestimates and negative values underestimates. The axis of the histograms are fixed to
the same scale. Comparing the prediction errors of Case 1 (Fig 4.4a) and Case 5 (Fig
4.4e), it is clear that both produce unbiased prediction error distributions, although the
distribution shape of Case 5 is steeper and more concentrated around zero, which means a
larger proportion of pixels are predicted with smaller errors. Similar results can be found
in the pair comparison of Case 2 with Case 6 and Case 3 with Case 7. For Case 4, the
error distribution is similar to the shape of the bivariate cases, but is much steeper than
Cases 1, 2 and 3. From the difference map of Case 4, a greater number of pixels with
large errors, either positive or negative, can be observed when compared with Cases 5, 6
and 7.
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(a) Actual

(e) Case 4

Image

Area
1
Area
2

(b) Case 1

(f) Case 5

(c) Case 2

(g) Case 6

(d) Case 3

(h) Case 7

Zoom 1

Zoom 2

Zoom 1

Zoom 2

Fig 4.3 Magnified image from Fig 4.1c of the mean of ten realizations for the 7 test cases
conducted over the farmland cover type, with (a) the actual image and (b)-(h) corresponding to
Cases 1 to 7. In Zoom 1 image (left side of each image pair), the location of the gap trace is
denoted with an arrow in (b)-(d), and a red circle is marked in (a) and (e)-(h) at the same location
for the edge shape comparison in Section 4.3.2; In Zoom 2 image (right side of each image pair).
Area 1 and Area 2 are denoted by black squares.
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(d) Case 4

(a) Case 1

(e) Case 5

(b) Case 2

(f) Case 6

(c) Case 3

(g) Case 7

Fig 4.4 Difference maps and corresponding reflectance error histograms of seven cases with (a)(g) corresponding to Cases 1-7. The difference map is acquired by subtracting actual reflectance
values from simulated mean reflectance values and the reflectance error histogram includes
predicted values from ten reconstruction rather than just the mean reflectance value.

Quantile-Quantile (QQ) plots together with scatterplots (Fig 4.5) and root mean squared
error (RMSE) values (Table 4.3) are also employed to assess the results. In the QQ plots,
the black line represents the 1:1 line and the red line is generated to fit the scatters, which
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represents the quantile values. If the predicted distribution matches the actual
distribution, the black line and red line will overlap. The variance change in the
distributions is reflected in the shift of the slope of predictions, while the mean change
corresponds to an intercept shift. From Fig 4.5, the predicted distributions of all seven
cases exhibit slight slope shifts, of which univariate cases present larger shifts than the
bivariate cases. For Cases 1, 2 and 3, obvious deviations in the predicted distribution
from the 1:1 line can be observed, while for Case 4 the deviation is reduced. Cases 5, 6
and 7 show an overall better distribution match compared to other scenarios. The
agreement between actual values and predicted values is also presented in the
scatterplots. For bivariate simulations, the scatterplots are distributed around the 1:1 line
and exhibit a much narrower range compared with the univariate simulations. The
correlation coefficient (R) of the bivariate cases are higher for the univariate cases, which
reflects a better agreement between predicted values and actual values. The scatterplot
shape of Case 4 lies between Cases 1-3 and Cases 5-7 combined with an R larger than the
standard univariate but smaller than bivariate simulations. RMSE values also concur with
the overall evaluation results. From Table 4.3, the RMSEs for the dense farmland cover
type for Cases 1 to 3 are all above 0.026, while the corresponding values for Cases 5 to 7
are around 0.02, with Case 6 providing the lowest RMSE (0.0192), which is
approximately 29% lower than for the corresponding image date reflected in Case 2.
Again, the RMSE value for Case 4 represents a higher value than the bivariate
simulations but lower than the other univariate cases.
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Table 4.3 Estimated RMSE for all studied cases and across all six land cover types. RMSE values
are determined using the mean of all ten realizations.

Sparse

Dense

Urban

Braided

Coastal

agricultural

Farmland

area

river

area

Desert

Case 1

0.0056

0.0151

0.0268

0.0265

0.0171

0.0202

Case 2

0.0065

0.0145

0.0269

0.0270

0.0170

0.0221

Case 3

0.0069

0.0144

0.0273

0.0269

0.0184

0.0212

Case 4

0.0046

0.0090

0.0234

0.0232

0.0116

0.0187

Case 5

0.035

0.0094

0.0207

0.0135

0.0075

0.0106

Case 6

0.027

0.0086

0.0192

0.0142

0.0076

0.0120

Case 7

0.0028

0.0091

0.0220

0.0150

0.0080

0.0120

Considering the assessment from both a qualitative and quantitative perspective, all of the
studied metrics clearly demonstrate that bivariate simulations provide a more precise
reproduction of gaps relative to the univariate simulations. When comparing the results
produced by univariate simulations, using information acquired from the known areas
with a target image provides a more satisfactory result than using temporally distant
imagery, even on the order of only two weeks separation. Analysis was also undertaken
against the other land cover types, with results showing similar responses as observed for
dense farmland. Indeed, the more heterogeneous the land cover is, the more superior is
the bivariate case over the univariate case (see Table 4.3, 4.5 and 4.6).
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(d) Case 4

(a) Case 1

(e) Case 5

(b) Case 2

(f) Case 6

(c) Case 3

(g) Case 7

Fig 4.5 Q-Q plots and scatter plots of reflectance values for seven cases, with (a)-(g)
corresponding to Cases 1-7. X axis reflects the actual reflectance while the Y axis is the predicted
reflectance. R is the correlation coefficient.

4.2.2 Comparison of multi-temporal influence of training imagery
Given the often non-stationary nature of land surface changes, it might be expected that
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temporally closer input images should provide a more accurate simulation response. To
confirm this hypothesis, the dense farmland cover type is once again used as a
representative example to assess the temporal influence on gap-filling. For the univariate
cases (Cases 1 to 4), Case 4 uses information from within the target date to fill gaps,
while Cases 1 to 3 use training images with a temporal distance of two weeks, four weeks
and six weeks respectively. As discussed in Section 4.3.1, the zoomed images of Fig 4.3
show that the simulation result of Case 4 was more precise than Cases 1 to 3, despite
observable discrepancies. The zoomed images also exhibit a prediction accuracy decrease
from Case 1 to Case 3, with the gap trace (marked with an arrow) becoming more
distinctive from Case 1 to Case 3. The temporal influence of training images is also
visible in the bivariate cases (Cases 5, 6 and 7). Cases 5 to 7 used training images with a
two-week distance, increasing from two to six weeks. From Zoom 1 images in Fig 4.3,
the leading edge of a piece of farmland (marked with a red circle) in Case 5 is clearly
distinguishable and maintains the same shape as in the actual image. The edge gradually
becomes obscured but retains its shape in Case 6, before becoming completely blurred
and less easy to identify in Case 7. The same response is demonstrated in Zoom 2 with
the preservation of connectivity feature becoming less pronounced from Cases 5 to 7, but
especially in Area 2.
The quantitative metrics in Fig 4.4 and Fig 4.5 also indicate a more accurate reproduction
using temporally closer training images. For the univariate cases, the reflectance error
histogram of Case 4 is the most narrowly distributed, with the distribution of Case 1
narrower than Case 2 and Case 2 narrower than Case 3. The QQ plot of Case 4 fits the
1:1 line well, with a slight deviation at the lower tail, while the QQ plots of the other
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three cases show various degrees of deviation. Case 3 displays the most obvious
divergence in both higher head and lower tail of the distribution. Moreover, the RMSE
decreases following the sequence of Case 4, Case 1, Case 2 and Case 3. For the bivariate
cases, since the simulation results are all quite accurate, the statistical changes between
the three cases are relatively small, but still exhibit differences. From the frequency peak
and shape of the distribution of the error histogram, Case 5 presents a narrower and more
Gaussian-like error distribution. A smaller peak frequency and flatter error distribution is
observed in Case 6, with a reduced peak frequency in Case 7. The scatterplots of Case 5
and 6 also present a narrower range of scatter than for Case 7 and a higher correlation
coefficient. In terms of RMSE (see Table 4.3 for Dense Farmland), both Cases 5 and 6
reflect smaller RMSE values than Case 7, even though the RMSE value of Case 5 is
slightly larger than Case 6. When a comparison of RMSE values is applied to other land
cover types, similar features can usually be observed with occasionally exceptions.
Overall, assessments from both a qualitative and quantitative perspectives demonstrates
that temporally closer training images have a positive influence on the fidelity of
simulation results by providing a more accurate prediction, especially for univariate
simulations. Interestingly, regardless of the temporal distances studied here for the input
image, the bivariate simulation invariably provides acceptable results.
4.2.3 Impact of heterogeneity on reconstructions
The land cover types studied in this paper can be ranked from homogeneous (desert),
relatively homogeneous (sparse agricultural), heterogeneous (dense farmland and urban)
to special landscapes with dramatic discontinuity features (braided river and coastal).
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From a statistical perspective, the mean reflectance, standard deviation and skewness of
target images for each of the six land cover types are listed in Table 4.4. As discussed in
Section 4.3.1, it was anticipated that the more homogeneous the land cover is, the more
accurate the reconstructed result will be i.e. gap-filled desert locations should produce the
most accurate result among all land cover types studied here. Furthermore, for
homogeneous areas, Case 4, (which uses non-gap location within the target image to fill
gap locations), can provide a sufficiently accurate reproduction, while for heterogeneous
areas, the bivariate simulation should provide satisfactory results. As introduced in
Chapter 1, one issue that constrains the application of many other gap-filling approaches
is the inability to accurately predict discontinuity features and narrow image elements
such as streams. Here, the capacity of the Direct Sampling method in predicting such
features is examined. Following the analysis in Section 4.3.2, in addition to Case 4, the
best univariate (Case 1) and bivariate (Case 5) scenarios are selected to further evaluate
the impact of heterogeneity on gap-filling.
Table 4.4 Summary statistics for the target image of six land covers.

Mean

St.Dev.

Skew

Desert

0.4568

0.0130

-0.1920

Sparse agricultural

0.3770

0.0418

2.1728

Dense farmland

0.3200

0.0877

-0.2574

Urban area

0.2675

0.0584

0.9147

Braided river

0.1154

0.0595

-0.3713

Coastal area

0.1168

0.4176

0.0977
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The mean of ten realizations for Case 1, Case 4 and Case 5 over the six land cover types
are presented in Fig 4.6. Artifacts expressing the trace of the underlying scan gaps exist
in all six mean realizations of Case 1, but not significantly so in desert and sparse
agricultural cover types. For the mean realizations of Case 4, no gap traces are observed
except for the ocean region of the coastal land cover (Fig 4.6f). When compared with the
actual images (Fig 4.1), the desert and sparse agricultural types are reconstructed
satisfactorily, while for more heterogeneous landscape, feature elements are not as
strongly retained, with streams or roads truncated abruptly. The prediction results are
significantly improved for Case 5, especially for heterogeneous areas. Homogeneous and
heterogeneous characteristics are satisfactorily retained. Even for the special land cover
types with dramatically discontinuous features, the interlaced patterns of the braided river
are reproduced well with few artifacts, the gap traces for the ocean region are reduced
and coastline contours are well predicted.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Case 1

Case 4

Case 5

Case 1

Case 4

Case 5

Fig 4.6 Mean realizations of Case 1, Case 4 and Case 5 of six land cover types, with (a) desert,
(b) sparse agricultural, (c) dense farmland, (d) urban, (e) braided river and (f) coastal area.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Case 1

Case 4

Case 5

Case 1

Case 4

Case 5

Fig 4.7 Reflectance error histograms of Case 1, Case 4 and Case 5 of six land cover types, with
(a) desert, (b) sparse agricultural, (c) dense farmland, (d) urban, (e) braided river and (f) coastal
area.
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Simulation results are also assessed through reflectance error distributions, as shown in
Fig 4.7. To better understand the accuracy of the gap filling, the interval width between
the 10th and 90th percentile of the reflectance errors and its ratio over the whole
reflectance error spread (for each case and for each land cover type: See Table 4.5), is
selected to assess the reflectance error over the six land covers. Considering the ratio of
the 10% - 90% percentile range over the error spread listed in Table 4.5, a smaller value
represents a narrower distribution. The reflectance range for the desert in Case 4 is
around ±0.010, with Case 1 presenting a slightly larger range. The corresponding ranges
for other land cover types include sparse agricultural (±0.013), dense farmland (±0.047),
urban (±0.050), braided river (±0.026) and coastal area (±0.035). The ratios of sparse
agricultural and coastal area are relatively small, while the values for farmland, urban and
braided river are similar, but almost twice that for sparse agricultural cover types. The
larger ratio for desert imagery is likely due to its small reflectance range, which means
the ratio value is sensitive to slight differences.
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Table 4.5 The ratio of the 10%-90% percentile range of reflectance error over the entire
reflectance error spread for each of the seven cases and for each land cover type. The values listed
in the table are represented as percentages, with lower values indicating better performance.

Desert

Sparse

Dense

Urban

Braided

Coastal

Agricultural

farmland

Area

river

area

1

18.73

9.54

15.68

17.29

16.96

10.83

2

17.48

10.10

16.29

15.79

20.12

10.75

3

19.09

9.70

16.34

15.01

22.92

12.11

4

10.17

5.19

10.86

11.07

13.25

8.63

5

22.22

4.14

11.06

8.37

13.86

5.42

6

14.82

4.83

11.06

8.44

9.56

6.45

7

14.82

5.06

13.02

10.20

12.21

6.28

One interesting response to this analysis, is that the error distribution for Case 1 of the
braided river landscape does not show an expected Gaussian-type distribution, but rather
displays an asymmetric bimodal distribution (see Fig 4.7). This distinct distribution is not
reproduced in the equivalent scenarios of either Case 4 or Case 5. One possible reason for
this response is that the spatial characteristics may have undergone abrupt changes during
the time period separating the input image and target images and thus the spatial pattern
is significantly changed. In this case it could correspond to changes in the river
morphology, resulting in a displacement of high-contrast areas near the riverbanks. This
suggests that using one training image to reconstruct a heterogeneous land cover with
underlying spatio-temporal variability is likely to produce biased and unreliable results.
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To further study the influence of heterogeneity on reconstructions, the relative Root
Mean Square Error (rRMSE, Bennett et al., 2013) is used as an impact metric (see its
definition and formula, together with results, in Table 4.6). The rRMSE for different land
cover types reveals that desert and sparse agricultural land simulations are more accurate
than for other land cover types. The rRMSE values for dense farmland and urban covers
are acceptable, while for the braided river example, the rRMSE values are high for
univariate cases, but decrease to similar levels as dense farmland and urban areas in the
bivariate cases. For coastal cover types, the rRMSE values are relatively high, even in the
bivariate simulation cases. The unexpectedly high values for coastal imagery are caused
by a few over-predicted values along the coastline.
Table 4.6 Relative Root Mean Square Error (rRMSE) for all cases and for all six land cover
types. The rRMSE is calculated by including all predicted values of ten reconstructions for each
case.

Sparse

Dense

Urban

Braided

Coastal

agricultural

Farmland

area

river

area

Desert

Case 1

0.0281

0.0777

0.2495

0.2291

0.7723

0.9725

Case 2

0.0312

0.0813

0.2649

0.2277

0.7768

1.0150

Case 3

0.0337

0.0763

0.2532

0.2233

0.9192

0.9276

Case 4

0.0219

0.0516

0.2319

0.2109

0.3640

1.0199

Case 5

0.0165

0.0512

0.1444

0.1140

0.1557

0.4602

Case 6

0.0134

0.0489

0.1447

0.1221

0.1555

0.5052

Case 7

0.0135

0.0493

0.1638

0.1262

0.1659

0.4037
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It is reasonable to conclude that for homogeneous areas, satisfactory simulation results
can be obtained without the need for additional input image, while for heterogeneous
areas, the simulation results are acceptable. For increasingly complex landscapes,
employing the univariate case (i.e. using just one input image as training) may fail to
produce realistic results and the multivariate methodology then needs to be considered.
4.2.4 Use of auxiliary data from similar satellite platforms
Due to the approximately 16 day sun-synchronous orbital return interval of Landsat
satellites, it is quite possible that a temporally close and cloud-free input image may be
unavailable. As such, applying imagery from other remote sensors is an attractive
alternative to relying on available imagery from any individual satellite system alone.
Both Landsat 5 and Landsat 8 present as possible solutions to sourcing additional
imagery for gap-filling purposes in Landsat 7 imagery. While Landsat 8 has only been in
orbit since February 2013, Landsat 5 provided data for the period since scan line failure
until it was decommissioned in November 2011. For this satellite, the data acquired by
the Thematic Mapper (TM) sensor is similar to the Landsat 7 Enhanced Thematic
Mapper Plus (ETM+) and the Landsat 8 Operational Land Imager (OLI), with
overlapping wavelengths and resolution across many of the spectral bands. The
radiometric cross-calibration of the Landsat 7 ETM+ and Landsat 5 TM sensors can be
operated based on the methodology of Teillet et al. (2001) and corresponding calibration
of Landsat 8 OLI and Landsat 7 ETM+ based on Mishra et al. (2014). The imagery
acquired by both Landsat 5 and Landsat 8 usually has an eight-day interval with Landsat
7 imagery, which is shorter than the sixteen-day continuous observation interval of
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Landsat 7. Apart from available Landsat platforms, many other sensors can be employed
to provide information for gap-filling, despite spectral band and spatial resolution
differences. A number of studies have explored the option of using other sensors to fill
gaps, such as Moderate-Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) (Roy et al.,
2008), Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (Aster)
(Mahmood & Easson, 2006), Indian Remote Sensing Satellite (IRS) (Reza & Ali, 2008),
China Brazil Earth Resources Satellite (CEBRS) (F. Chen et al., 2010) and have
demonstrated the possibility of using such sensors to compensate for the gap region.
Exploiting the potential of Landsat and other multi-sensor platforms is the focus of
continued research.
4.3 Conclusion
The failure of the SLC on Landsat 7 resulted in some obvious implications for the
application of satellite data across local-to-global scales. Despite a range of methods for
gap-filling that have been proposed since the instrument failure, all have their limitations,
including limited application to heterogeneous regions or computational cost. Identifying
an approach that can be used across a wide range of land cover types, that is easy to
implement and that can be made accessible to users is an area of needed research. Here
we explore the development of the Direct Sampling method to address some of these
procedural limitations.
The results of our analysis illustrate that the Direct Sampling method performs
satisfactorily in filling Landsat 7 gaps for most land cover areas, with an accuracy
varying across the different studied cover types. Homogeneous to relatively
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homogeneous sites such as deserts and sparse rural areas are reproduced most accurately,
even when using only the non-gap locations in the target image (i.e. without using any
other input or auxiliary image). Indeed, when filling gaps located in homogeneous or
relatively homogeneous areas, there is often no need to introduce additional input images
to inform the training procedure, since the information provided by known areas within
the target image may be sufficient to produce acceptable results. When the Direct
Sampling is applied to heterogeneous areas including dense farmland and urban
locations, an accurate result can be achieved through the use of bivariate simulation.
Bivariate simulation provides much more accurate results compared to univariate
simulation, regardless of whether the reflectance values of the input image differ from the
target image. Furthermore, image features such as narrow rivers or streams exhibited in
braided river and coastal areas can be well reproduced through the bivariate simulations,
although they can potentially suffer from per-pixel accuracy (i.e. global features are
retained, but local features may be diminished). Although not discussed directly in this
analysis, it was found that a tri-variate simulation produced even more accurate results,
relative to the univariate and bivariate cases, reinforcing the value of additional
information content in the gap-filling process.
As expected, the impact of temporally adjacent data in the auxiliary image diminishes
with distance from the target image collection. Interestingly, although only preliminary
results have been examined, in cases where there is a lack of temporally near input
imagery, even an input image from a totally different season was able to produce an
acceptable result in a few initial test cases. Further work on this research aspect is
required. The flexibility in the input images requirements is one of the key advantages of
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the Direct Sampling method. For practical applications, near-coincident imagery acquired
by satellites such as Landsat 5 or 8 can be utilized as input images for the gap-filling
process.
Although not comprehensively examined here, an advantage of the Direct Sampling
method is the rapid computational speed. The rRMSE for Case 5 (for land covers
excepting coastal) have similar values to those presented in Pringle et al. (2009). A key
difference however is the computing time. In the present study, simulations were run
using a Windows system on an Intel Core i7 2.80 GHz processor with 16 GB of RAM.
Each target image has 48,640 pixels requiring gap-filling. For Cases 1 to 3, each
reconstruction takes just a few seconds, while for Case 4 it takes approximately 6 minutes
for each reconstruction. Case 5 and Case 7 required 20 minutes for each reconstruction
(less than 3.5 hours for all 10 reconstructions). In the study of Pringle et al. (2009), a
Linux operating system with a Xeon 2.33 GHz processor and 48 GB of RAM required a
computation time of approximately 12 hours for 5,000 missing pixels.
One issue requiring further consideration is that the values of parameters selected for all
land cover types were uniformly prescribed. This was done in order to allow a
comparison of the performance of the Direct Sampling method over these different land
covers. In a real-world application of the approach, a more specific selection of
parameters according to the training image and target image used in the simulation
process is recommended, which will no doubt produce an improved results in comparison
to the outputs presented here. The possibility of achieving per-pixel accuracy for
heterogeneous landscapes depends highly on the selection of parameters and not only on
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the input image used. Unfortunately, there is yet no detailed guidance in the selection of
parameters for the Direct Sampling approach. Exploring a user-friendly method to
provide optimized parameters based on specific training image and target image used, in
addition to employing ancillary data-sets for gap-filling, are the focus of ongoing
investigations.
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Chapter 5 Comparison of gap-filling methods
This chapter is based on a journal paper to be submitted:
Yin, G., McCabe, M.F., Mariethoz, G., Sun, Y (2016) Comparison of Gap-filling
methods for Landsat 7 ETM+ SLC-off imagery. (To be submitted)
5.1 Study area and data
The study area is located in the middle of California, United Sates of American and it is
covered by the World Reference System 2 Path 43 and Row 34 (Fig 5.1). Two 400  400
(12km  12km) sub-regions are selected for the gap-filling study of which R1 is a
homogeneous area and R2 is a heterogeneous area. The target image is acquired on July
24, 2002, with gaps created manually from actual gap mask acquired on March 20, 2010.
The gap interval for R1 is narrow, which uses the central part of the gap mask; while the
gap interval for R2 is relatively wider which uses the edge area of the gap mask.
Therefore, the two sub-regions used for gap-filling approaches comparison in this study
is R1, a homogeneous area with narrow gaps, and R2, a heterogeneous area with
relatively wider gaps (Actual and corresponding target images for Band 4 are displayed
in Fig 5.2). The Landsat 7 images implemented as input images for filling gaps which
covering the same areas as the target images are acquired on March 2, 2002 (Date 1) and
July 8, 2002 (Date 2). Band 4 of the input images are displayed in Fig 5.3. Date 1 and
Date 2 are used to fill gaps separately, of which Date 1 is temporally farther and Date 2 is
temporally closer to the target image. Therefore, the influence of temporal distance
between the target image and input image on gap-filling accuracy of each approach can
be compared. The Landsat data used in the study is listed in Table 5.1. To understand
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how the gap-filling approaches perform on different Landsat bands, four bands (Band 1,
2, 3 and 4) are studied with the bands information listed in Table 5.2.
United States of America

R2

R1
California
Study area
R1 (homogeneous area)
R2 (heterogeneous area)
Fig 5.1 Location of the study area
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig 5.2 Landsat 7 images acquired on July 24, 2002, with (a) actual image of R1, (b) actual image
of R2, (c) target image of R1 with gaps generated by using the central part of the gap mask and
(d) target image of R2 with gaps generated by using the edge area of the gap mask. The images
displayed are Band 4 images.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig 5.3 Input images for filling gaps, with (a) R1 acquired on March 2, 2002, (b) R2 acquired on
March 2, 2002, (c) R1 acquired on July 8, 2002 and (d) R2 acquired on July 8, 2002. The images
displayed are Band 4 images.
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Table 5.1 List of all Landsat 7 data used in this study.

Date

Sensor

Target Image

July 24, 2002

ETM SLC-on

Input Image (Date 1)

March 2, 2002

ETM SLC-on

Input Image (Date 2)

July 8, 2002

ETM SLC-on

Gap Mask

March 20, 2010

ETM SLC-off

Table 5.2 Bands used for gap-filling study.

Band Width ( μm )

Band

Band Name

Spatial Resolution

1

Blue

0.45-0.52

30m

2

Green

0.52-0.61

30m

3

Red

0.63-0.69

30m

4

Near-Infrared (NIR)

0.75-0.90

30m

Among the gap-filling methods considered in this study, kriging uses the information
from the target image without requiring input image (here used interchangeable with
“training image”); GNSPI and co-kriging are performed on demanding of using input
image, and Date 1 and Date 2 are used as input images for gap filling, separately. The
Direct Sampling method (hereafter termed “DS” for short) and WLR method can be
performed both with and without input image, therefore, three conditions (i.e., without
input image, using Date 1 and Date 2 as input image individually) are simulated for these
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two methods. For the DS method, ten reconstructions are simulated for each simulation
case and the mean realization is used for result assessment.
5.2 Results and discussion
The gap-filling results for homogeneous and heterogeneous land cover types are
discussed separately in sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2. For each land cover type, the results
simulated by different approaches are compared, and the influence of temporal distance
between the target image and input image on the prediction accuracy provided by
different methods are discussed. As the simulation results over four bands show similar
features, only the results of Band 4 are used as a representative to be discussed in detail
here.
5.2.1 Application to homogeneous area
The realizations of R1 using different algorithms under each input image condition are
exhibited in Fig 5.4. All methods fill the gaps adequately, while in the filled images
produced by kriging and co-kriging algorithms, gap trace remains, which can be clearly
observed from the magnified images (Marked with a black arrow in Fig 5.4). When there
is no input image used, the DS method and WLR algorithm provide similar results
visually, with the shape of narrow objects not preserved (Marked with a red rectangle in
the magnified images of Fig 5.4). When a temporal far input image (Date 1) serves as
input image, the results produced by DS and WLR methods are improved, but from the
perspective of shape preservation, they are not as accurate as the GNSPI algorithm. When
a temporal close input image (Date 2) is implemented to fill the gaps, GNSPI, DS and
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WLR all give satisfactory results when compared with the actual image, and the
simulation difference cannot be distinguished from the qualitative perspective.
Actual

Kriging-No TI DS-No TI

WLR-No TI

GNSPI-D1

Cokriging-D1

DS-D1

WLR-D1

GNSPI-D2

Cokriging-D2

DS-D2

WLR-D2
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Fig 5.4 Visual comparison of R1 (homogeneous area) gap-filling results, with the upper row the
realization and the lower row magnified image of the red square region marked in the realization.
The method and input image condition used is annotated above each image. “Actual” is the actual
image observed, which is used to validate the prediction accuracy of gap-filling results. “No TI”
represents there is no input image used in the simulation, and the observed part of the target
image is used to fill gaps. “D1” represents Date 1 input image is used for filling gaps, and “D2”
corresponds to Date 2 input image.

Therefore, quantitative assessment metrics are introduced for further comparison of the
gap-filling results. The reflectance error is calculated by subtracting the actual value from
the predicted value for each missing pixel, and the error histograms are displayed in Fig
5.5. The prediction accuracy can be evaluated by comparing the error interval and
concentration degree of each simulation case. RMSE (Root mean square error) is also
used to assess the prediction accuracy (Table 5.3). Combining the reflectance error
histograms and RMSEs for analysis, all simulation cases produce symmetric error
distribution around zero, which means the simulations are unbiased. When there is no
input image used, the prediction results of kriging, DS and WLR appear to be at the same
accuracy level, with the result provided by WLR slightly better. When a temporally far
input image (Date 1) is used, GNSPI provides the tightest error distribution and the
smallest RMSE, while co-kriging algorithm offers relatively less accurate results. When
using a temporally close input image (Date 2), the gap-filling results of all four
algorithms are improved, of which WLR improves most significantly, giving a decrease
of 72.90% in RMSE value and becoming the most accurate algorithm. The percentages of
RMSE decrease for co-kriging, GNSPI and DS are 2.79%, 38.75% and 48.60%,
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separately. GNSPI still performs better than DS, and the result simulated by co-kriging is
relatively poorer than other algorithms. The simulation results for Band 1, 2 and 3 show
the same characteristics. When considering the spectral fidelity over four bands, the MSA
(mean spectral angle) is adopted as an assessment metric (Table 5.3). Again, GNSPI and
WLR give the smallest MSA when a temporally far and temporally close input image are
used as input image individually, which generally represents a more accurate prediction
result. The MSA values are close for kriging, DS and WLR at the circumstance of no
input image used with WLR slightly smaller.
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Fig 5.5 Reflectance error histograms produced by each algorithm under different input image
conditions of R1 (homogeneous area), with x-axis the reflectance error and y-axis the count of
error.
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Table 5.3 Root mean square error (RMSE) of R1 (homogeneous) gap-filling results simulated by
kriging, co-kriging, GNSPI, DS and WLR under different input image condition for all four
bands, and the mean spectral angle (MSA) for each simulation case in the unit of degree (°),
which represents the overall prediction accuracy of four bands.

NO TI

Date 1

Date 2

B1

B2

B3

B4

MSA

Kriging

0.0042

0.0058

0.0101

0.0173

2.7781

DS

0.0040

0.0052

0.0087

0.0156

2.5113

WLR

0.0040

0.0051

0.0086

0.0154

2.4317

Co-kriging

0.0034

0.0042

0.0064

0.0179

2.4339

GNSPI

0.0030

0.0031

0.0053

0.0080

1.4601

DS

0.0032

0.0039

0.0068

0.0144

2.1684

WLR

0.0028

0.0033

0.0056

0.0155

2.0493

Co-kriging

0.0033

0.0045

0.0055

0.0174

2.2535

GNSPI

0.0024

0.0024

0.0036

0.0049

1.0445

DS

0.0024

0.0028

0.0043

0.0074

1.2789

WLR

0.0020

0.0019

0.0027

0.0042

0.8851

When considering the consistency between the actual values and predicted values, the
scatter plots and correlation coefficients (R) are implemented and displayed in Fig 5.6
and Table 5.4. From the scatter plots, scatters are equally distributed on the two sides of
1:1 line for all simulation cases, while the degree of consistency varies. When there is no
input image used, the scatters are distributed more divergent than the conditions of using
input images, and kriging, DS and WLR provide close R values, of which kriging gives a
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less consistent result. The consistency degree provided by the scatter plots and correlation
coefficients is coincident with the prediction accuracy reflected by the error histograms
and RMSEs. When a temporally far input image (Date 1) is used, GNSPI provides a
stronger consistency with points lying closer to 1:1 line and R larger, and co-kriging
gives the poorest performance. DS and WLR offer a similar degree of consistency with
DS relatively better. When a temporally close input image (Date 2) is used, the WLR
algorithm gives the strongest consistency and co-kriging the weakest. The results
provided by GNSPI and DS are similar, but GNSPI slightly better.
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Fig 5.6 Scatter plots produced by each algorithm under different input image conditions of R1
(homogeneous area), with x-axis the actual value and y-axis the predicted value.
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Table 5.4 Pearson correlation coefficient (R) of R1 (homogeneous area) gap-filling results
simulated by kriging, co-kriging, GNSPI, DS and WLR under different input image condition for
all four bands.

NO TI

Date 1

Date 2

B1

B2

B3

B4

Kriging

0.7729

0.7537

0.7591

0.8150

DS

0.7900

0.8072

0.8223

0.8515

WLR

0.8038

0.8206

0.8351

0.8585

Co-kriging

0.8602

0.8851

0.9106

0.7994

GNSPI

0.8927

0.9352

0.9391

0.9630

DS

0.8730

0.9027

0.8990

0.8784

WLR

0.9032

0.9297

0.9314

0.8553

Co-kriging

0.8747

0.8657

0.9400

0.8111

GNSPI

0.9327

0.9628

0.9719

0.9863

DS

0.9288

0.9501

0.9612

0.9687

WLR

0.9521

0.9755

0.9846

0.9900

From the study of applying kriging, co-kriging, GNSPI, DS and WLR method to fill
relative narrow gaps over a homogeneous area, it is clear that all algorithms provide
sufficiently accurate results. The input image conditions have an evident influence on the
prediction accuracy for all algorithms, of which temporally closer input image generally
provides more accurate filled image. The performances of kriging, DS and WLR in
filling gaps without using input image are similar, with kriging relatively poorer. When
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using a temporally far input image, GNSPI gives the most satisfactory result, and when a
temporally close input image is used, WLR offers the most accurate result. The predicted
result generated by WLR is highly sensitive to the input image.
5.2.2 Application to heterogeneous area
All algorithms are also applied to a heterogeneous area with relatively large gaps to study
their ability in filling complicated land cover features. In the study area, narrow streams
meander over the whole image, and small objects with extreme values exist. The filled
images are displayed in Fig 5.7. It is clear that when there is no input image used, the
continuity feature of streams cannot be well preserved for all tested methods, but from
the magnified images, DS provides a more visual consistent result when compared with
kriging and WLR as the general contour of streams is predicted. When a temporally far
input image (Date 1) is used for simulation, GNSPI and co-kriging still cannot
reconstruct the continuous streams, while DS and WLR algorithms give satisfactory
results. From the magnified images, DS preserves object shape better than WLR even
though not per pixel accurate. When a temporally close input image (Date 2) is used, the
filled images appear to be visual consistent from the large-scale perspective for all four
algorithms. Whereas differences occur when the filled images are zoomed in. In the
magnified image generated by GNSPI, in addition to the abrupt truncation of streams,
there are some pixels showing apparent visual discontinuity due to overestimation. For
the co-kriging algorithm, the stream contour is somewhat obfuscated. The filled images
simulated by DS and WLR are more accurate than using Date 1 input image, and WLR
performs better in predicting the crop shape at the right side in the magnified image.
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Actual

Kriging-No TI

DS-NO TI

WLR-NO TI

GNSPI-D1

Cokriging-D1

DS-D1

WLR-D1

GNSPI-D2

Cokriging-D2

DS-D2

WLR-D2

Fig 5.7 Visual comparison of R2 (heterogeneous area) gap-filling results, with the upper row the
realization and the lower row magnified image of the red square region marked in the realization.
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To assess the simulation results more accurately, again the same quantitative metrics are
used as the homogeneous area. Under the condition of no input image used, the error
histogram (Fig 5.8) of kriging shows a relatively larger error range than DS and WLR.
The prediction accuracy of DS and WLR is at the similar level with DS a smaller RMSE
for all four bands and a smaller MSA. When Date 1 input image is used, GNSPI gives the
poorest result with a dispersive error distribution and the largest RMSE. The gap-filling
results generated by DS and WLR algorithms again are the most accurate among the four
methods, of which DS gives a smaller RMSE for Band 4 but larger RMSEs for other
three bands. From the overall assessment perspective using MSA value, DS performs
slightly better than WLR. When the temporally close input image Date 2 is used, the
simulation result provided by GNSPI is enhanced significantly, which generates a tighter
error distribution and smaller RMSEs than co-kriging. The performances of DS and WLR
are also improved, and the predicted result given by WLR gives a more constricted error
distribution and smaller RMSEs when compared with DS, however, the difference is not
evident.
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Fig 5.8 Reflectance error histograms produced by each algorithm under different input image
conditions of R2 (heterogeneous area), with x-axis the reflectance error and y-axis the count of
error number.
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Table 5.5 Root mean square error (RMSE) of R2 (heterogeneous area) gap-filling results
simulated by kriging, co-kriging, GNSPI, DS and WLR under different input image condition for
all four bands, and the mean spectral angle (MSA) for each simulation case in the unit of degree
(°), which represents the overall prediction accuracy of four bands.

NO TI

Date 1

Date 2

B1

B2

B3

B4

MSA

Kriging

0.0102

0.0146

0.0231

0.0628

5.9339

DS

0.0090

0.0117

0.0200

0.0524

5.1778

WLR

0.0103

0.0135

0.0228

0.0548

5.4498

Co-kriging

0.0099

0.0153

0.0261

0.0659

6.6517

GNSPI

0.0109

0.0151

0.0282

0.0726

7.6134

DS

0.0076

0.0097

0.0179

0.0429

4.0960

WLR

0.0070

0.0091

0.0171

0.0466

4.1083

Co-kriging

0.0105

0.0128

0.0214

0.0545

5.4216

GNSPI

0.0076

0.0101

0.0176

0.0504

4.2468

DS

0.0055

0.0072

0.0118

0.0349

2.9249

WLR

0.0053

0.0067

0.0115

0.0338

2.6437

As for the consistency between the actual values and predicted values, the DS method
gives strong consistency under all input image conditions. For the WLR algorithm, the
points lie closer to the 1:1 line when the temporally close input image is used, and
become more divergent under the circumstance of a temporally far input image is used or
no input image is used in comparison with the scatter plots produced by DS. The
correlation coefficient values are also coincident with the degree of consistency reflected
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in the scatter plots. As for GNSPI and co-kriging, they give weaker consistency than DS
and WLR. When Date 1 input image used, the point in the scatter plot generated by
GNSPI is more scattered than co-kriging, and the correlation coefficient value of GNSPI
is lower than co-kriging. When Date 2 input image used, the result provided by GNSPI
provides stronger consistency than co-kriging.

Fig 5.9 Scatter plots produced by each algorithm under different input image conditions of R2
(heterogeneous area), with x-axis the actual value and y-axis the predicted value.
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Table 5.6 Pearson correlation coefficient (R) of R2 (heterogeneous area) gap-filling results
simulated by kriging, co-kriging, GNSPI, DS and WLR under different input image condition for
all four bands.

NO TI

Date 1

Date 2

B1

B2

B3

B4

Kriging

0.7812

0.7919

0.8534

0.8308

DS

0.8274

0.8689

0.8900

0.8834

WLR

0.7887

0.8328

0.8611

0.8745

Co-kriging

0.7915

0.7694

0.8067

0.8095

GNSPI

0.7313

0.7679

0.7659

0.7614

DS

0.8839

0.9145

0.9157

0.9236

WLR

0.9008

0.9231

0.9214

0.9096

Co-kriging

0.7566

0.8405

0.8728

0.8735

GNSPI

0.8806

0.9038

0.9162

0.8935

DS

0.9404

0.9520

0.9635

0.9503

WLR

0.9436

0.9587

0.9653

0.9532

From the study of applying the kriging, co-kriging, GNSPI, DS and WLR methods to a
heterogeneous area with large gaps, DS performs stable and provides satisfactory results
under all input image conditions in comparison with other methods. When there is no
input image used, kriging and WLR reveal apparent artifacts in preserving the continuity
feature of streams, while for the DS method, although the filled image also show several
abrupt truncation, the contour of streams and narrow objects is better preserved. When a
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temporally far input image is adopted, the GNSPI performs worst and DS gives a
relatively more accurate result. When a temporally close input image is then used, the
prediction result provided by GNSPI is greatly improved, and WLR gives the most
satisfactory result. The study has demonstrated that the ability of GNSPI in filling
complicated land cover types is limited. Similar to the homogeneous area study, the
performance of WLR is sensitive to the quality of input image.
5.3 Conclusion
Since the Landsat 7 SLC failure, a variety of gap-filling approaches have been proposed
due to the highly geometrically and radiometrically accurate data provided by Landsat 7.
In this study, five methods which have previously been demonstrated to provide
satisfactory results for filling gaps are implemented to fill gaps. They are applied to a
simple situation (homogeneous area with narrow gaps) and a complicated situation
(heterogeneous area with relatively large gaps) to compare their ability in filling Landsat
gaps. Even though only the results of Band 4 are discussed in detail, the generated results
for other bands also perform the same features as Band 4 generally.
From the filled results, it is clear that all algorithms provide acceptable results for both
simple and complicated situations, but kriging and co-kriging generally give the least
accurate simulation results when compared with other methods. For all methods studied,
the gap-filling results for homogeneous areas are more accurate than for heterogeneous
areas, and using a temporally close input image can improve the predicted results. When
there is no input image available for filling gaps, kriging performs relatively poorer than
the DS and WLR algorithms. The accuracy provided by WLR and the DS method is at
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the same level, with WLR slightly better in the simple situation and DS slightly better in
the complicated situation. Under the condition of borrowing input image for filling gaps,
GNSPI is recommended for filling gaps in simple situations as it provides the most
accurate results no matter the temporal distance between the input image and target
image. When used to fill relative large gaps in heterogeneous areas, the accuracy
provided by GNSPI is highly dependent on the similarity between the input image and
target image, as a result, its performance is limited. While for the DS method, it gives
stable and satisfactory results in regardless of the temporal distance between the input
image and target image, and the continuity features and small objects are better predicted
than other methods. Therefore, for filling gaps in complicated situation, the DS method is
recommended. For WLR method, it provides satisfactory results for both simple and
complicated situations, however, the accuracy given is sensitive to the input image used.
Therefore, WLR is suitable when a temporally close input image is available.
In this study, only two situations (i.e., a homogeneous area with narrow gaps and a
heterogeneous are with large gaps) are studied to compare the performance of gap-filling
approaches. Further study in comparing their performance for filling gaps in more
specific land cover such as forest, coastal area, etc. is needed. Additionally, how gap
sizes influence the prediction results is an issue to be studied. Since each algorithm has its
own advantages in filling gaps under different conditions, further research into it can
absolutely help generating more satisfactory and reliable results for applying the Landsat
7 imagery to specific usages.
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Chapter 6 Conclusion
Landsat 7 ETM+ imagery is widely used in scientific research due to its geometric and
radiometric accuracy. The failure of the SLC instrument on Landsat 7 causes gaps in the
observed Landsat 7 imagery, which greatly impacts the continuing usage of Landsat 7
data. Considering the trade-off between giving up such an accurate data source and
generating approaches for filling gaps, a number of gap-filling methods have been
developed for further application of Landsat 7 data. The Direct Sample multiple-point
geostatistical method used in this study has previously been demonstrated to provide
satisfactory results for reconstructions of geological structure. It uses a conditional
stochastic resampling of informed areas in the training image to fill the unknown
locations in the target image and thus has the ability to generate multiple reconstructions.
In this study, the Direct Sampling method is adopted for filling Landsat 7 gaps over a
range of land cover types and multiple spectral bands to validate its feasibility. It is also
compared with other gap-filling methods those have been proved to provide accurately
filled results to assess its prediction accuracy.
The study in Chapter 4 has proved that the Direct Sampling method performs
satisfactorily in filling gaps for most land cover types including deserts, sparse rural
areas, dense farmlands and urban areas etc. The accuracy provided by the Direct
Sampling method is influenced by the complexity of land cover types, with homogeneous
areas higher accuracy and heterogeneous areas lower. When filling gaps in homogeneous
land cover types, using the known area in the target image without borrowing extra input
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image to fill gaps can provide sufficiently accurate results. For heterogeneous areas gapfilling, a temporally close input image generally offers more precise results.
The study in Chapter 5 compares the results generated by the Direct Sampling method
with kriging, co-kriging, GNSPI and WLR algorithms under two simulation situations,
one simple situation with narrow gaps located in a homogeneous area and one
complicated situation with wider gaps located in a heterogeneous area. From the study, it
is demonstrated that the Direct Sampling method provides satisfactory results in all
simulation cases. It is specifically recommended for filling gaps under complicated
situation due to its superior and stable prediction accuracy. When used in the simple
situation, although the results given by the Direct Sampling method are accurate
adequately, they are less accurate than the prediction results generated by GNSPI and
WLR.
Since the Direct Sampling method requires input images for filling gaps, the potential
satellite platforms for providing input imagery is an issue that has been discussed in
Chapter 4. From the discussion, using imagery acquired by Landsat 5 or 8 becomes an
attractive alternative due to the similar bands wavelength and resolution. Another issue to
be concerned is the selection of the parameters used by the Direct Sampling method. So
far, there is no reliable method in guiding the selection of parameters. However, the
parameters will greatly influence the prediction accuracy, especially for heterogeneous
land cover types. Developing a user-friendly method for selecting parameters according
to the input image used is currently under investigation.
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The feasibility of using the Direct Sampling method in filling Landsat 7 gaps has been
validated in this study, therefore, it is deduced that the Direct Sampling method can also
be used for other remote sensing data processing problems. Applying the Direct
Sampling method for filling images with very large gaps acquired by other sensors due to
occasional errors is to be further studied. In addition to that, using the Direct Sampling
method for the downscaling of climate variables is the focus of ongoing study.
This study proposed to use the Direct Sampling method, a multiple-point geostatistical
method for filling Landsat 7 gaps to overcome the limitations of other gap-filling
approaches, which includes being unable to predict continuity features such as streams
and roads, and providing poor results without temporally close input imagery. Studies of
using the Direct Sampling method for filling gaps under a variety of situations have
demonstrated its superiority for filling gaps, especially when used for heterogeneous land
cover types. With the satisfactorily filled Landsat 7 imagery and the highly geometrically
and radiometrically accuracy remained, the negatively influenced application of Landsat
7 data after the SLC failure can be compensated, and the Landsat 7 data can continue
contributing to the scientific research.
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